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Dual Linear Extensions of Generalised Quadrangles 
DMITRII V. PASECHNIK 
We consider the geometries with diagram O==().!:.o. We give a diameter bound and a brief 
survey of known examples. We consider the influence of additional constrains on properties of 
geometries under consideration, as well. New constructions of O==().!:.o are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of diagram geometry in 
the sense of Tits and Buekenhout [2,3,24]. 
Geometries with the diagram OZ-O=O, where Q.L.O denotes some class of 
geometries of rank 2, are called extensions of generalised quadrangles. In particular, 
truncated en-buildings and geometries for a number of finite sporadic simple groups 
belong to such diagrams, cf. [3,18,20]. Extensions of generalised quadrangles have 
been intensively studied recently from a general point of view. For example, the case 
o£..o=o is considered by Cameron et al. [5] and Pasini [11]. Many examples are 
given and the finiteness of such geometries is proved in the former paper, provided that 
they admit finite parameters. The finite flag-transitive case is studied in the latter one. 
We study geometries r = reS, I, t) over the type set .1 = {I, 2, 3} with the diagram 
0==Q..£.0, where S denotes the set of elements of r, I denotes the incidence relation, 
and t denotes the type function from S to .1. For such extensions the name dual linear 
is natural. We assume the connectedness of r. Types on the diagram increase from left 
to right and elements of corresponding types are called points, lines and quads 
respectively. The set of elements of type {) is denoted by Sf,. For s E S, the set of 
elements of type {) that are incident with s is called the {)-shadow of s and is denoted by 
a6(s). The residue of s is denoted by res(s). A path is a sequence of points and lines in 
which neighbours are incident. The distance d(x, y) between two points x and y is the 
minimal number of lines in a path joining them. The diameter of a set of points is the 
supremum of the distances between the elements of it. The diameter d of r is the 
diameter of Sl. The point-line incidence system of r (equal to the quad-truncation of 
T) is denoted by r*. We say that two points are collinear if there is a line incident with 
both of them. Expressions such as 'a line belongs to a quad' and 'a line passes through 
a point', have the analogous meaning. Note that it follows directly from the definition 
that a pair of intersecting lines belongs to a unique quad. The collinearity graph of r is 
the graph with vertex set Sb two vertices being joined by an edge if the correspondent 
points are collinear. r is flat if all of its points are incident with all quads. 
As an illustration we consider the following obvious example of a geometry with 
diagram ()=().£.o (this diagram is a particular case of the diagram 0==Q..£.0). 
EXAMPLE 1. A geometry for the Hamming graph. Let us consider the set 
where Xi' i = 1, 2, 3, ... is a set of power more than 1, and the number of direct 
multipliers in the product is more than 2. For a set of indices K = {il' ... ,id and 
s E Sl let us define SK = {t E Sl I for all j ft K Sj = tJ, where tj denotes the projection of t 
to ~. For k > 0 let us define Sk+l = {Sk Is E Sl1 IKI = k} and S = Sl U S2 U S3. We 
define the incidence relation I by inclusion. A geometry r with the diagram ()=().£.o 
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is obtained in this way and its collinearity graph is a Hamming graph. It is easy to 
check that r* is near 2d-gon with classical quads (see Section 3.5), where d is equal to 
the number of direct multipliers in (*). We show below (Proposition 4), that r has no 
non-trivial coverings. Note that ris the {4, 5, ... ,i, . .. }-truncation of a geometry T' 
with set of elements S' = U Si and diagram 0=0----0---0- ... -0- .... 
ill 1 1 
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 2 it is shown that the finiteness 
of the point-residues and the existence of suprema of the parameters imply the 
finiteness of the diameter of r. In Section 3 we t;onsider the influence of certain 
additional geometric constraints on r to the diameter and other global properties. In 
Section 4 we give a construction of geometries with diagram O==()..£.o, starting from a 
group and certain system of subgroups in it. In a particular case we determine universal 
coverings. Sections 5 and 6 look like a survey. We discuss examples arising from 
truncated en-geometries and near 2d-gons respectively. In Section 7 we continue to 
consider examples arising from sporadic simple groups and certain combinatorial 
objects. 
2. A DIAMETER BOUND 
The followinli technical statement holds in the more general case of geometries with 
diagram~. 
LEMMA 1. r* is a partial linear space. o 
For two points u, v, lying at distance i > 0, define L(vU) = {I E V2(V) I d(u, VI (I)) = 
i-I}, Q(VU) = {q E V3(V) I d(u, v 1(q)) = i - 2} if i > 1, and Q(VU) = 0 if i = 1. Note 
that if i> 1 then for any q E Q(VU ) all lines incident with q and passing through v 
belong to L( VU). Indeed, let I be a line incident with q and v. There is a point p 
incident with q and such that d(p, u) = i - 2, as q E Q(V U ). Furthermore, 
d(p, v1(/)) ~ 1. Hence IE L(vU ). 
Thus L(vU) and Q(VU) generate a partial subspace VU in res(v). Let i > 1 and 
u = XO/1X1 .. ·liXi = v be a path joining u and v. 
We denote by nj the number of quads from xi, incident with Ij . We suppose up to the 
end of this section that in the residue of every quad for every point there are precisely 
t + 1 lines passing through that point. We have: 
PROPOSITION 1. n3 ~ t + 1; if i > 3 then ni > ni-1. 
PROOF. Evidently n2 ~ 1. Let i > 2. For q E Q(Xr-1), incident with Ii-I, let us 
denote I i- 1(q) = V2(q) n L(Xr-1)\{li- 1} and I i- 1 = U I i- 1(q). If IE I i- 1(q) then the 
q 
quad p, incident with I and Ii, belongs to Q(xn and V2(P) n I i- 1(q) = {I}. Therefore 
ni ~ t + 1. On the other side every quad from Q(xn, incident wtih Ii, is incident with 
no more than t elements from Ii-I. So ni ~ IIi-lilt = (ni-1t + 1)lt > ni-1. 0 
Therefore, if u, v are points, then IQ(vU)1 and, consequently, IL(vU)1 strictly 
increases as d(u, v) increases. This implies: 
COROLLARY 1. Let r have diagram~. Then the diameter d of r satisfies the 
inequality d ~ r + 3 - t. If, moreover, every line contains a finite number of points, less 
than or equal to s + 1, then r is finite. 
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PROOF. Proposition 1 implies that if i > 2 then ni;;:' t + i-I. Consequently, 
1 + t(r + 1) ;;:.IIdl ;;:. (t + d - 2)t + 1, so d.:;;; r + 3 - t. 0 
Neumaier [8] has proved analogous results in the particular case of geometries from 
Example 10. The referee has informed us that D. R. Hughes (personal communication 
to the referee) has obtained a diameter bound for more general geometries than our 
case with the diagram ~ where ~ denotes 'partial geometry' (PGa 
is a partial linear space such that each point outside a line I is on £l' lines meeting I). 
3. ADDITIONAL AXIOMS 
In this section we consider the influence of additional geometric constraints on r to 
various global properties of it. 
1. Intersection property [2]. Pasini [10] has noticed that the intersection property is 
equivalent to the following property: 
(IP) If two different quads p, q have two common points a and b then a and bare 
collinear and p, q are incident with the line joining a and b. 
Note that (IP) implies that d ;;:. 2. 
We will often make use of this property. 
2. Near 2d-gons. Consider the following property, which holds in near 2d-gons (see 
[1,21 D: 
(NG) G~ven a point a and a line I, there is a unique point nearest to a and incident 
wlth I. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let r* be thick (i.e. each line contains more than 2 points), satisfy 
(NG) and have diagram ():=()..£.(). Then d.:;;; 1 + log/Crt + t - r). 
/ r 
PROOF. The argument is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1 and Corollary 1,. 
but we also use the following result due to Shult and Yanushka [21]. 0 
RESULT 1 [21]. In a thick near 2d-gon containing quads, given a point a and a quad 
q, consider the set 0 of points incident with q and nearest to a. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(i) 0 contains a unique point x, and {p E Gl(q) I dCa, p) = dCa, x) + 1} = {p E 
Gl(q) I d(x, p) = 1} (classical quad); 
(ii) 0 is an ovoid in q, i.e. every line of q passes through a unique point of 0 (ovoidal 
quad). 
Now let r satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2. Then for any two points u and v, 
lying at distance i > 2, Q(u V) only contains classical quads relatively to v. Next, let 
i> 1 and u = XO/IXI ••• Xiii = v be a path joining them. Then every quad in Q(Xj+l), 
o < j < i, contains at most one line from L(xj). In the spirit of the proof of Proposition 
1, we have IL(v U )I;;:'1 + t + t2 + ... + ti -\ so 1 + t(r + 1);;:'1 + t + ... + td - 1• 
Therefore rt2 + t2 - rt ;;:. td • 0 
Note that thickness of r* is necessary, since recently we have found examples with 
diagram ():=()..£.(), (NG) and d = 4. 
1 q-l q 
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3. Classical quads. Following Pasini [10], consider the property: 
(PQ) F~r a point a and a quad q not incident with a, there exists unique point incident 
wzth q and nearest to a. 
Note that in the proof of Proposition 2 we do not use all of the statement of (NG), 
but only a certain corollary of it. Thus, we have: 
PRoposmoN 3. Let r satisfy (PQ) and have diagram O==Q.!::-.o. Then d:o:;1 + 
logt(rt + t - r). 
In a certain case we can show the non-existence of proper coverings of r. 
PRoPosmON 4. Let r satisfy (NG), (PQ) and be not flat. Then r has no proper 
coverings. 
PROOF. The statement is proved using a topological technique due to Ronan [17]. 
In our context this result may be given in the following form. 
RESULT 2 [17]. Let r satisfy (IP). Then there is a bijection between the coverings of 
r and the coverings of the collinearity graph of r* modulo circles lying in the subgraphs 
induced by point-shadows of lines and quads. 
Pasini [10] has proved the following (without assuming (NG»: 
RESULT 3 [10]. If r is not flat, then (PQ) implies (IP). 
Thus Result 2 can be applied. Consider the collinearity graph of r. By (IP) all circles 
of length 3 or 4 are null-homotopic. We will show that if all circles of length 
j E {5, ... , i} are null-homomotopic the same holds for all circles of length i + 1. It is 
sufficient to consider simple circles only. Let c = yllXl ... xk-llkalk+lblk+2' . ·li+1Y be 
a simple circle, such that d(y,b)=d(y,a)=i/2, if i is even, and d(y,a)-1= 
d(y, b) = (i - 1)/2 if i is odd. 
At first we consider the case of i odd. As c is simple, lk and lk+l define a unique quad 
q. (PO) implies the existence of a point x incident with q, d(y,x)=k-2<d(y, b). 
There exist e and f such that e, f E al(q), e E al(lk), f E a1(lk+l), d(x, e) = d(x, f) = 1. 
Denote the lines joining e and f with x by hand g respectively. Denote a shortest path 
from y to x by z. Then the following equality holds in the fundamental group of the 
collinearity graph of r: c = (yll ... xk_llkehz) (zhelkalk+lblk+dgz) (Zgflk+2Xk+2' .. y), 
where the circles on the right side have length less than i + 1. Thus, c is null-
homotopic. 
In the case of i even, by (NG) there is a point x incident with lk+l such that 
d(y, x) = i/2 -1. As in the above case it is easy to construct a decomposition of c by 
circles of less length. 0 
Note that (PO) is necessary in Proposition 4, so there exist near 2d-gons with quads 
that have non-trivial coverings, d. Example 6. 
4. Finite flat geometries with the diagram 0==Q..£.0. It is easy to show that any finite 
flat geometry r with diagram ~ admits finite parameters, i.e. it has diagram 
0==Q..£.0. Next, the set ~ of the lines of r is uniquely decomposed in equivalence 
$ r 
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classes L; (i = 1, ... , r + 2), IL;I = s + 1, so that the following holds: if I E L; is incident 
with a quad q then all lines from L; are incident with q. In fact, r* is a net and 
L l , ••• , Lr+2 are the parallelism classes of r*. 
Assign to the lines of every class L; the numbers from 1 to s + 1, and assign the 
numbers from 1 to (s + If to the points. Consider the following matrix M = (m;j) with 
r + 2 rows and (s + 1)2 columns, such that if the point numbered by j is incident with 
the line numbered by k from the class numbered by i then m;j = k. For any two rows m; 
and mj of M there is a bijection between the set of ordered pairs of numbers (a, b), 
a, b E {1, 2, ... ,s + 1}, and the set of all pairs (mik' mjk). Therefore M is an 
orthogonal array OA(r + 2, s + 1) of order s + 1 and height r + 2, cf. [6]. There is a 
well-known bijection between the non-isomorphic OA(r + 2, s + 1) and non-
isomorphic r-element sets of pairwise orthogonal latin squares of order s + 1. 
The set S3 of all quads is in the evident bijection with the set of (unordered) pairs of 
rows of M. In the same manner the sets S;, i > 3, can be defined as the sets of 
(i -l)-element subsets of rows of M. Define the incidence between elements of S;, 
i ~ 3, by inclusion. Let q E S;, i ~ 3, be incident with a line I if I belongs to a class 
(equal to the row of M) which is contained in q and state that q is incident with all 
points. Note that if i = 3 then this incidence is equivalent to the incidence in r. This 
implies that a flat geometry with diagram ():::::().£.o is the {4, 5, ... , r + 2}-truncation 
s r 
of the flat geometry with diagram C+2 (see also Section 5). 
It is necessary to mention that the construction for flat Cr +2 geometries resulting 
from the above coincides with a construction given in [12, 15]. 
4. A CLASS OF GEOMETRIES WITH DIAGRAM ():::::().£.o 
Let G be a group, H < G, and X = {H;} be a set of proper subgroups of G with the 
following properties: IXI > 2, (U H;) = G, H; > H, and if i =1= j then II; n B; = H, 
I 
H;B; = B;H;. The elements of the set SI of cosets of H in G are called points, and the 
elements of the set Sz of cosets of any of the HEX are called lines. We define the 
incidence J between subsets of elements of G by inclusion. Let H, FE X, H =1= F, 
xH nyF =A =1=0. Denote LH = {xfH If E F}, LF = {yhF I h E H}, L = LH U L F, P = 
{p E SI I pJI for some IE Sz}. 
LEMMA 2. The incidence system with point set SI and line set Sz is a partial linear 
space. The incidence system Q(xH, yF) with point set P and line set L is a grid. 0 
Denote by S3 the set of grids of type Q(xll;, yB;), where i =1= j, x, Y E G, xH; n yB; =1= 
0, and let S = 51 U Sz U S3' We have: 
PROPOSITION 5. r= r(S, J) = r(G, X, H) is a geometry with diagram ():::::().£.o, 
m 
where m + 2 = IXI. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to check the existence and uniqueness of the quad incident 
with a pair of intersecting lines. Indeed, the existence is evident. Let us check the 
uniqueness. Let xHnyF=A=I=0, and let Q' be a quad incident wtih xH, yF. We 
have Q' = Q(x' H, y' F), so xH = x 'fH, yF = y' hF. Evidently, x' H = xf' H, y' F = yh' F 
and Q' = Q(xH, yF). 0 
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Next, we consider the particular case in which all Hi are normal in G. Note that this 
implies r= r(G, X, B) = r(G/B, {HJB I Hi EX}, {e}) . 
PROPOSITION 6. Let r= r(G, X, B) and all elements of X be normal in G. Then the 
universal covering of r is isomorphic to a geometry from Example 1. 
PROOF. W.l.o.g. we can consider the case B = {e} only. Define a group G as a 
direct product of the groups from X, and define the geometry r = r( G, X, {e}) 
isomorphic to a geometry from Example l. There is a homomorphism rp: G~ G. rp 
defines a covering from t to r, so the restriction of rp to any residue is a bijection. By 
Proposition 4, r has no proper coverings. 0 
In particular, if G is abelian then any geometry arising from G has a geometry from 
Example 1 as its universal cover. 
5. TRUNCATED Cn-GEOMETRIES 
We recall that the Cn-diagram has the following form: 0=<:>-0---0-0, where n 
is the number of vertices in it. Types are numbered from left to right, from 1 to n. If 
n ~ 3 then the {n, n - 1, ... , n - 3}-truncation of r gives a geometry with the diagram 
0=Q..!::....0. In this section such truncations are simply called truncations. We briefly 
consider below remarkable classes of Cn-geometries, n ~ 3, and some properties of 
truncations of geometries in those classes. In this section thickness of lines denotes 
thickness of lines of Cn-geometries, i.e. it means that the power of the set of elements 
of type n incident with any element of type n - 1 is greater than 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Cn-buildings. Truncations of Cn-buildings have been characterized by 
Cameron [4] as near 2d-gons with classical quads, so by Proposition 4 they have no 
non-trivial coverings. Examples of Cn-buildings with some thin lines have been 
constructed by Tits [22]; see also [15]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Non-flat non-building Cn-geometries have been constructed by Rees 
[16]; see also [12]. They are not thick. As it has been shown in [12], if for a 
Cn-geometry r: 
(i) all Crresidues are buildings or flats, 
(ii) all lines are thick, 
then r is either a quotient of a building or it is flat. Therefore the truncation of a 
Cn-geometry satisfying both (i) and (ii) is the truncation either of a factor of a building 
or of a flat geometry. 
EXAMPLE 4. Flat Cn-geometries. Thick flat Cn-geometries are known only if n = 3. 
The unique example of finite thick flat Crgeometry known up to now has been 
constructed by Neumaier [9]. This geometry has no proper coverings. Infinite thick flat 
C3-geometries have been constructed by Rees [14]. They are factors of buildings. 
Flat non-thick Cn-geometries for n = 3 have been constructed by Rees [15]. Some of 
them are factors of buildings, while some are not. Examples for arbitrary n can be 
found in [12]; see also Section 3.4. 
6. NEAR 2d-GONS WITH QUADS 
As has been shown by Shult and Yanushka [21], near 2d-gons, d > 2, with thick lines 
and admitting quads, i.e. such that every pair of intersecting lines generates (in the 
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sense of geodesic closure) a generalised quadrangle, are quad-truncations of ge-
ometries with the diagram ~. Also, in the case of d = 2 it is possible to find 
such a geometry, in certain cases. We briefly consider below near 2d-gons that are 
truncations of~, but are not truncations of Cn-buildings. 
EXAMPLE 5. A geometry for the sporadic group M24 with the diagram ~ has 
2 2 6 
been constructed by Ronan and Smith [19]. This geometry is not the truncation of any 
Cn-geometry. Ronan [18] has shown the non-existence of proper coverings for it. Its 
point-line system is a near 6-gon. 
EXAMPLE 6. A near 6-gon arising from the extended ternary Goley code has been 
constructed by Shult and Yanushka [21]. It contains quads, and the diagram of the 
corresponding geometry r has the form O=()-£.o. It can be represented as a 
2 10 
r = r( G, X, {e}), where G is the elementary abelian group of order 36 and X is a 
certain system of 12 subgroups of order 3; see Section 4. Proposition 6 implies that its 
universal covering coincides with a certain geometry from Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 7. Generalised quadrangles of type T~(O) (see [13]) with garameters 
(s -1, s + 1), s = 2n , give us examples of geometries rwith diagram~, as has 
been pointed out by Pasini [10] . They naturally embed into the 3-dimensional affine 
space A over the s-element Galois field such that the points of the GQ are the points 
of A and the lines of GQ are the lines of A that pass through a fixed hyperoval of the 
projective plane A(oo). Therefore rcan be represented as a r(G, X, {e}), where Gis 
isomorphic to a certain elementary abelian 2-group (cf. Section 4). So Proposition 6 
can be applied in order to show that the universal cover of r is a geometry from 
Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 8. The complete bipartite graph 8 of valency n is the GQ with parameters 
(1, n -1) (dual grid). Pasini [10] has shown how to find a system of 4-circles, such that 
vertices (points), edges (lines) and circles (quads) give us a geometry O=Q..£ 0 . For, 
1 n-2 
consider a permutation group G acting regularly on one of the classes 8 1 of 5, and a 
bijectionfbetween two classes 8 1 and 8 2. Quads should be defined as follows. For two 
vertices a, b E 8 1 and a vertex c E 52 let g E G map a to b. Then as a quad we take the 
4-circle passing through a, b, c, gf(c), and all quads are defined in this way. 
7. OTHER EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 9. A geometry r for the sporadic group 13 has been constructed by Tits 
[24]. It has the diagram O=()-£.o and contains 6156 = 22 . 34 • 13 points. Therefore the 
5 15 
universal covering t of it is not a geometry from Example 1. Komissartchik and 
Tsaranov[7] , using a coset enumeration, have shown that t has 3 ·6156 points and the 
group 3 .13 (proper triple covering of 13) acts faithfully on it. Using a computer we 
have obtained that the diameter d of ris equal to 3, and the diameter d of t is equal to 
6. It can be shown that both point-line systems arising from rand t are not near 
2d-gons, and (IP) holds for both geometries. 
EXAMPLE 10. Rectagraphs. Consider a geometry with the diagram O=()-£.o, 
1 , 
satisfying (IP). Then its collinearity graph is a rectagraph, i.e . it is a triangle-free graph 
such that any 3-vertices 2-edges subgraph is contained in a unique 4-circle. On the 
other side, every rectagraph of valency r + 2 gives us the geometry above, cf. [1 , 8]. 
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